We present a symbolic minimization procedure to obtain optimal two-level implementations of finite- 
Introduction The optimization of logic functions performed on the Boolean representation depends heavily on the encoding chosen to represent the symbolic variables. The cost function that estimates the area optimality ofanencoding depends on the targetimplementation: two-level or multi-level or field-programmable gatearrays (FPGA's). The cost ofatwo-level implementation is the number of product-terms or the areaof a programmablelogic array (PLA). A commonly used cost of a multi-level implementation is the number ofliterals of a technology-independent representationofthe logic. FPGA's come in different architectures with associated costs. Other optimization objectives may be related to power consumption, speed and testability. It may even be the case that the objective is a correctness requirement, as is race-freeness in state assignment of asynchronous circuits.
The following optimal encoding problems may be defined: ( 
A) Optimal encoding of inputs of a logic function. A problem in class A is the optimal assignment of opcodes for a microprocessor. (B) Optimal encoding of outputs of a logic function. (C) Optimal encoding of both inputs and outputs (or some inputs and some outputs) of a logic function. (D) Optimal encoding of both inputs and outputs (or some inputs and some outputs) of a logic function, where the encoding of the inputs (or some inputs)is the same as the encoding ofthe outputs (or some outputs). Encoding the states of a finite state machine (FSM) is a problem in class D since the state variables appear both as input (present state) and output (next state) variables. Another problem in class D is the encoding of the signals connecting two (or more) combinational circuits.
Here we concentrate on problems in class D for optimal two-level implementations. In particular we will refer mostly to the problemof encodingFSM's, since thereis no loss of generality andthey areof great practical interest.
We will build on the paradigm started by [7] . It Whenthetarget implementation istwo-level logic, the first stepmayconsist ofoneormorecalls [7, 6 ] to a multiple-valued mimmizer [9] , afterrepresenting thesymbolic variables withpositional cube notation [13, 9] .
Then constraints are extracted and a constraints satisfaction problem is set up.
Usingthe paradigm of symbolicminimization followed by constraints satisfaction, the most common types of constraints that may be generated [7, 6, 3, 11] are four. The first type, generated by the input variables, are face-embedding constraints. The three types generated by the outputvariables are dominance, disjunctive and disjunctive-conjunctive constraints. Each face-embedding constraint specifies that a set of symbols is to be assigned to oneface of a binary n-dimensional cube and no other symbol should be in that same face. Dominance constraints require that the code of a symbol covers bit-wise the code of another symbol. Disjunctive constraints specify that thecode of a symbol must be expressed as thebit-wise disjunction (oring) of the codes of two ormore other symbols. Disjunctive-conjunctive constraints specify thatthe code of a symbol must be expressed as thebit-wise disjunction (oring) of the bit-wise conjunction (anding) ofthe codes of two or more other symbols.
Our approach wants to strike abalance between theexact, butcomputationally intractable exact formu lation provided by generalized prime implicants [3] , and solutions that make noattempt of using acomplete setof operations inlooking for agood code [15, 6] . One of theissues that we willclarify isthecompletness of setsof encoding constraints to find an optimal solution. Then we will propose aheuristic search strategy to trade-off quality of results vs. computing time. Section 9 , and experiments are reported in Section 10, with 
The presentation is organized as follows. In Section 3 we present the encoding problem for optimal two-level implementations. In Section 4 the new symbolic minimization algorithm is described, while procedures for symbolic reduction and symbolic oring are explained, respectively, in Section 5 and in Section 6. Section 7 analyzes some ordering schemes. In Section 8 mention is made of the algorithms used for checking encodeability. An example is demonstrated in

Encoding for Two-level Implementations
Multi-valued Minimization
Advances in the state assignment problem, reported in [8, 1, 7] , made a key connection to multiple-valued logic minimization, by representing the states of a FSM as the set of possible values of a single multiplevalued variable. A multiple-valued minimizer, such as [9] , can be invoked on the symbolic representation of the FSM. This can be done by representing the symbolic variables using the positional cube notation [13, 9] . The effect of multiple-valued logic minimization is to group together the states that are mapped by some input into the same next-state and assert the same output, lb get a compatible boolean representation, one must assign each of the groups of states obtained by MV minimization, (called face or input constraints) to subcubes of a boolean fc-cube, for a minimum k, in a way that each subcube contains all and only all the codes of the states included in the face constraint. This problem is called face embedding problem.
It is worth mentioning that the face constraints obtained through straightforward symbolic minimization are sufficient, but not necessary to find a two-valued implementation matching the upper bound of the multi-valued minimized cover. As it was already pointed out in [6] , for each implicant of a minimal (or minimum) multi-valued cover, one can compute an expanded implicant, whose literals have maximal (maximum) cardinality and a reduced implicant whose literals have minimal (minimum) cardinality. By bit-wise comparing the corresponding expanded and reduced implicant, one gets don't cares in the input constraint, namely, in the bit positions where the expanded implicant has a 1 and the reduced implicant has a 0. The face embedding problem with don't cares becomes one of finding a cube of minimum dimension k, where, for every face constraint, one can assign the states asserted to vertices of a subcube that does not include any state not asserted, whereas the don'tcare states can be put inside or outside of that subcube. One can build examples where the presence of don't cares allows to satisfy the input constraints in a cube of smaller dimension, than it would be possible otherwise.
Symbolic Minimization
Any encoding problem, where the symbolic variables only appear in the input part, can be solved by setting up a multiple-valued minimization problem followed by satisfaction of the induced face constraints. In [6, 15] Productterms (1') , (3') and (4' ) are consistent with the original product terms (5) and (7) (2) , (3) , (4) by two product terms (1') and (2' ). Product term (3' ) is equivalent to the original transitions (5) and (6) and yields the face constraint face(stl, st3). This saving is due to a pureinput encoding join effect.
Finally the product terms (6'), (7' ) represent the original transitions (9) , (10) and (11) . The next state of (11) is stO, that does not appear in (6') and (7' ). But, if we impose the disjunctive constraint code(st0) -code(stl) V code(st3), i.e., we force the codeof stO to be the bit-wise or of the codesof stl and st3t we can redistribute the transition (11) between the product terms (6*) and (7' ). The product terms (6' ) and (7' ) yield also the face constraints face(stl,st0) and face(st0, st3); togetherwith the previous disjunctive constraint they allow the redistribution of transition (11) .
We point out that if we perform a simple MV minimization on the original description we save only one product term, by the join effect taking place in transition (3' 11 
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Figure 2: Encoded cover of FSM assigned to them and that product term (2") is not needed, because it asserts only zero outputs. Therefore the final cover has only six product terms.
Completness of Encoding Constraints
An important question is whether the constraints describedearlier are sufficientto explore the space of all encodings. More precisely, the question is: find the class of encoding constraints such that by exploring all of them one is guaranteed to produce a minimum encoded implementation. Of course exploring all the encoding constraints of a given class may be impractical, but if the answer to the previous question is affirmative, one has characterized a complete class that can lead in line-of-principleto an optimal solution. This would make more attractive an heuristic that explores the codes satisfying the constraints of such a class. We now draw a distinction between a symbolic state and an hardware state. The former is a state of the original FSM. The latter is a state of the encoded FSM. If the number of encoding bits is k and the number of symbolic states is n, there are lk -n hardware states thatdo not correspond to an original symbolic state. If lk = n, there are asmany hardware states as there are symbolic states. Proof. Consider an FSM F. Let the codes that produce a minimum implementationof the FSM be given, together with the best implementation C (here minimum or best refers to the smallest cardinality of a two-level cover). Suppose that the product-terms of the minimum encoded implementation C are all prime implicants. Considereachcube of C. Its presentstatepart willcontainthe codesof one or morestatesand it will translate into a face constraint. Its next state part will correspond to the code of a symbolic state (using the hypothesis that there are as many hardware states as symbolic states). Considernow each minterm of the original FSM F. It will be covered in the input part (proper input and present state) by one or more cubes of C; this will translate into a disjunctive constraint whose parent is the next state of the minterm and whose children are the next states of the covering cubes of C.
The face constraints and disjunctive constraints so obtained are necessary for a set of codes to produce such a minimum implementation, when they are replaced in the original cover and then the cover is min imized. But are they sufficient ? There may be many sets of codes that satisfy these constraints. Is any such set sufficient to obtain a minimum cover ? The answer if yes, if after that the set of codes is replaced in the original FSM, an exact logic minimizeris used. Indeed, if this set of codes satisfies the encoding constraints, by construction they make possibleto represent the minterms of the original FSM coverby the cubes of the minimum cover C. Therefore an exact logic minimizer will produce either C or a different cover of thesame cardinality as Cl.
• Theorem 32 Face and disjunctive-conjunctive constraints are sufficient to obtain a minimum two-level implementation ofa state-minimizedFSM.
Proof. If there are as many hardware states as there are symbolic states the previous result applies. Ifthe best implementation has more hardware states than symbolic states, one must introduce disjunctive-conjunctive constraints. The reason is that it is not anymore always true that the next state of a cube ceC corresponds to the code of a symbolic state. Suppose that the next state of a cube c is not the code of a symbolic state, c cannot be a minterm in the input part, otherwise, since we suppose that C contains only prime implicants, the next state of c must be exactly the code ofthe state ofthe symbolic minterm in F to which c corresponds. So c must contain more than one minterm in the input part, say w.l.o.g. that c contains exactly two minterms m\ and mi, each corresponding to a symbolic minterm of the care set of F. If the symbolic minterms corresponding in F to c\ and 01 assert next states s\ and S2, the next state of c must be the intersection of the codes of s\ and 52 (for sure the next state of c must be dominated by the intersection of the codes of s\ and S2, but we suppose that c is a prime implicant and that it contains exactly minterms mi and ma of the care set, so we can say that the next state of c is exactly the intersection of the codes of s\ and 52).
Therefore for each symbolic minterm ma in F one defines a disjunctive-conjunctive constraint enforcing that the code of the next state of ms is a disjunction of conjunctions, where each disjunct is contributed by one of the cubes of C that contain the input part of the minterm corresponding to ms, and for each such cube cm> the conjuncts are the codes of the next states asserted by all the care set minterms that cma contains. The rest of the reasoning goes as in the previous theorem. D Disjunctive-conjunctive constraints were introduced for the first time in [3] , as the constraints induced by generalized prime implicants. Our derivation shows that they arise naturally when one wants to find a complete class of encoding constraints. In our symbolic minimization algorithm we used as the class of encoding constraints face constraints, dominance constraints and disjunctive constraints. Dominance constraints are not necessary, but they have been considered useful in developing an heuristic search strategy. We did not use disjunctive-conjunctive constraints in the heuristic procedure presented here.
A New Symbolic Minimization Algorithm
Structure of the Algorithm
In this section a new more powerful paradigm of symbolic minimization is presented. An intuitive explana tion of symbolic minimization as proposed in [6] and enhanced in [IS] has been given in Section 3. To help in highlighting the differences of the two schemes, the one in [15] is summarized in Figure 3 .
The new scheme of symbolic minimization features the following novelties.
• Symbolic oring. Disjunctive constraints are generated corresponding to the case of transitions of the initial cover implicitly expressed by other transitions in the encoded two-level representation, because of the oring effects in the output part. • Onn$, Dcarens and Offns are,respectively, the on-set, dc-set and off-set ofnext state ns, Vns £ Ns, Onns.
• Onbot Dcbo and Offbo are, respectively, the on-set, dc-set and off-set of the binary output functions.
• PartCov = (OnCov, DcCov, OffCov) is the cover of a fragment of a 1-hot encoded FSM, where OnCov, DcCov and OffCov are, respectively, the on-set, dc-set and off-set of the given fragment.
• Consn3 is the set of input and output constraints yielded by symbolic minimization of Fcna, Vns e Ns. The sets Consns are cumulated in Cons.
• Oring constraints are generated only in the SymbOring procedure described in Section 6. In Figure 5 the pseudo-code of Constraints is shown.
Symbolic Reduction
The 
At a certain step of the procedure symbolic a pair of partial covers (ExpCov,RedCov) is available. For each cube pexp € ExpCov there is a companion cube pred e RedCov (and viceversa) suchthat pred is obtained by pexpby applying to it themultiple-valued reduce routine ofespresso. A cubepred € RedCov potentially useful to espress implicitly t mustsatisfy theconditions that its input part (denoted I (pred)) has non-empty intersection with I(t) and the output part of t (denoted 0(t)) covers 0(pred). All such cubes are collected in the cover Inter(t). It may happen that I(pred) does not intersect I(t), but that I (pexp) intersects I(t), because in pred the bit of the present state of t is lowered, while in pexp it is raised. If so, one may raise temptatively also the bit in pred to obtain another potentially useful cube that is added to
Inter(t). The product-term pred raised inthe present state of t isdenoted by raised(pred)t 3. The set OrNstates(Inter(t)) ofnext states ofcubes in Inter(t) is computed. Define Inter(t)s asthe set of transitions of Inter(t) with next state included in set S. In orderthat a disjunctive effect occurs it is necessary that, for at least two next states si and si, I(t)\s covered both by the union of the input parts of all cubes in Inter(t)s\ and by the unionof the input parts of all cubes in Inter(t)S2. Here covering is meant to be restricted to the next state function assumed as a single output. Suppose that OrNstates has at least two elements. We determine the states 5 of OrNstates such that the union of the input parts of the cubesin Inter (t)a covers I(t), and discard the others. Moreover, in orderthat a disjunctiveeffect occurs it is necessary that, for all binary output functions, I(t) is covered by the union of the input partsof all cubes in Inter(t). If all previous tests are not satisfied, the attempt of expressing t by symbolic oring fails.
If = stO, stl, stl, st3, stA,st5, st6 . Supposethat currently stO, st5, st6 have been already selected and that a new state must be chosen among stl, stl, st3, stA, by computing their gain and choosing the minimum. We have devised two slightly different schemes for computing the gain of a state. In the first scheme, the gain of a state, for instance si 1, can be computed by setting up a minimization as shown in Figure 9 In the second scheme, the gain of a state can be computed by setting up a minimization as shown in Figure 10 (referring again to stl in the previous example). After the minimization, the difference in cardinality between the resulting and originalcovers gives the overall gain TotGain, inclusive of both the dominance and disjunctive components.
As an example, considerthat Ns
The pseudo-code in Figure 11 shows the first scheme to compute the gain. The second one is simpler, since it does not include explicitly the covering check to measure the oring contribution (that is implicitly taken into account by the minimization process) and it is not shown here.
Satisfaction of Encoding Constraints
The described procedures require algorithms to check satisfiability ofasetof face, dominanceanddisjunctive constraints, and to find minimum codes that satisfy them. We used the algorithms reported in [11] , to which we refer for a complete description. They are based on the notion of encoding dichotomies that are candidate encoding columns. The notion of encoding dichotomy was pioneered in [14] and the connection with satisfaction of face constraints was established in [16] . Other contributions on the subject can be found in [12, 2] and more recently in [4, 5] .
Symbolic Minimization by Example
In this section we clarify with an example the mechanics by which the oring effects plays an important role in the minimization of two-level logic. Then we demonstrateour algorithm for symbolic minimization on a simple example. OnCov: on-set of st2 0010000 on-set of st3 0001000 on-set of st4 0000100 on-set of stl 0011100
OffCov:
on-set of st2 0001100 on-set of st3 0010100 on-set of st4 0011000 on-set of stO 0011100 on-set of st5 0011100 on-set of st6 0011100 Figure 10 : Second scheme to compute the gain
The Oring Effect in Two-level Logic
In two-level logic minimization of multi-output functions the fact of sharing cubes among single outputs reduces the cardinalityof the cover. As an example, considerthe following cover of a logic function of four input and four output variables: and an equivalent minimum cover, as found by espresso: Consider the product term 1001 1100 that appears in the original cover. In the minimum cover, when the input cube 1001 is true, the first two product terms ofthe minimum cover are excited and the output Figure 11 : Ordering of symbolic mimmization part 1100is asserted. Therefore the product term 10011100is implemented by means of the productterms 11000 and 1 0100. Noticethat two producttermsmust be in any coverto realizethe following product terms of the original cover 10000100and0001 1000. Therefore a net saving of one product term (the one needed to realize 1001 1100) has been achieved in the minimum cover. We say that the product term 10011100 has been realizedby oring or disjunctive effect(dueto the semantics of the output part of a two-level implementation) or thatit has beenredistributed through thetwoproduct terms 11000 and 1 0100. The oring effect accounts for most savings in the minimum cover of this example.
A Worked-out Example of Symbolic Minimization
This subsection contains an example of symbolic minimization. The example is shiftreg from the MCNC suite. The symboliccover of shiftreg, using the syntaxof espresso, is:
.mv 4 1 -£1 -8
. Suppose that the ordering routine returned stO, stA, stl, stl, st5, st3,st6,stl as the order inwhich the slices of next statesmust be minimized. Let each position in the 1-hotencoded notation correspond respectively to the states stO,stA, stl, stl, st5, st3, st6, stl. For instance 10000000 represents stO, while 01000000 represents stA. Slices including allthe transitions that have the same next state are minimized in thegiven order. Theresultofeachminimization is asetofsymboliccubes whichrealizethe slice. A dc-set as specified bythetheory is provided in each minimization. If terms of thedc-set having a different next state are used in a minimization, thencovering constraints areintroduced, together withcompanion face constraints (face constraints not related to output constraints can be introduced also, when transitions havingthe same next state are merged). Before each mimmization, the algorithm figures out whether some transitions of the given slice can be realized by symbolic cubes already in the partial minimized symbolic cover, when a satisfiable oring constraint is imposed. Only the remaining transitions are kept in the onset of the slice underminimization. Whenever symbolic cubesthatimpose constraints on the codes are addedto the cover, their consistency with respect to tiie constraints cumulated upto then is verified. The minimized expanded cover is:
The minimized reduced cover is: • Minimization of the slice of next state stA.
The onset is:
1 10000000 010000000 1 00100000 010000001
The dcset is: The minimized expanded cover is:
The minimized reduced cover is: The minimized expanded cover is:
The minimized reduced cover is:
-00000100 000000001 -00010100 001000000
The constraints code(st5) > code(stl) and face(stl, st3) are introduced.
• The minimized expanded cover is:
-00001000 000000001 -01001000 000100000
The constraints code(st6) > code(stl) and face(stA, st5) are introduced.
• Minimization of the slice of next state st5.
The transitions ofthis slice arerealized by oring symbolic cubes previously added to the cover, if one introduces the constraint code(stS) = code(stA) Vcode(stl).
• Minimization of the slice of next state st3. The minimized expanded cover is:
One of the two transitions of this slice is
The constraint code(stl) > code(st3) is introduced.
• Minimization of the slice of next state st6.
The transitions ofthis slice are realized by oring symbolic cubes previously added to the cover, if one introduces the constraint code(st6) = code(stA) Vcode(stl).
No other constraint is introduced.
• Minimization of the slice of the proper binary outputs.
The onset is:
-00101101 000000001
-00100000 000000001 -00000100 000000001
The dcset is:
The minimized expanded cover is:
The constraint face(stl,st5, st3, stl) is introduced.
• The final symbolic cover is: 
